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Editorial

Welcome to the
December 2001
edition  of the

AMSCN.   As you may notice there
is a new name at: the bottom of
this editorial.   Our previous editor
was Claire Reabum, and I would
like to take this oppctrtunity to
thank Claire for the excellent work
she has done in making this
newsletter interesting and enjoy-
able, and so pc)pular among the
Masters Coaching community.

So I guess your next ques.
lion is `who is Alan Pearce?' Well,
I've I)Gen a coach and sport
educator for almost  17 years.  My
first coaching experiences were
with badminton when I was  15
years old.   Since then I have
coached a number of different
sports, mainly badminton where I
have coach-ed all ages and stand-
ards.  My highlight of coaching so
far has been that of assistant
olympic coach in 2000 for the
national I]adminton team.  How-
ever I have coached swimming at
a junior level (enjoying 1[ im-
mensely) and also tennis at the
state level.  Currently I work at the
Centre for Sports Studies at the
University of Canl>erra,  lecturing
students at both undergraduate
and postgraduate level in Coach-
ing Theory and I'rac[ice.

Although I have never been
an elite swimmer,  I erLjoy swim-
ming as a participation activfty,
swimming at AUSSI clubs in I)oth
Pertli (my original hometown) and
Canberra (my new home).

I aim fo continue with
Claire's,pfiilosophy in making this
nerdetier as coach and swimmer

Contents

specific as possible.  However,  I
would also like to introduce some
new aspects into the newsletter
that I am familiar with, such as
strategies to Improve your coach-
ing effectiveness, ways to make
training enjoyable for your elite
athletes while not threatening your
novice athletes, and develo|)ments
in the coaching world, such as
I)ook reviews and lnternet sites
specific to coaching and swimming.

Coaching is such a rewarding
activity and profession.  Firstly,  you
interact with people face to face,
no computerised voices or screens
to deal with here. Also, the
opportunities to travel with your
squad are fantastic. To meet new
people and make friends from
across the world, and discover
they are doing the same things in
swimming as you are, is motivat-
ing in itself. However, the most
rewarding aspect of coaching  (for
me) is that you, as the coach,
have the opportunity to help
people achieve their potential.
Seeing people inprove and
achieve things that they never
thought possible is what really
drives me as a coach.

But the bottom line is that
this newsletter is for you, the
coach.  I would welcome any
thoughts or suggestions or even
articles you think would be worth
including ln this newsletter.  Please
email or send them to Julia
Phillips at the national office,  or
al[ernatively, please email me on
alan.pearce@canberra.edu.au

Finally I wish you and your
fandly a very Merry Christmas and
all the best for 2002.
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Does Practice
Make Perfect?

by Joseph Baker
and Stephen
Cobley

School of Physical and
Health Education,
Queens University,
Kingston, Ontario,
Canada

Y)u've heard the adage
practice makes per
ect'.  Coaches and

athletes lmow a lot about practice
and training. It comes from the
thousands of hours spent doing it:.
However, a new perspective on the
I)enefits of practice recently
presented in the field of expertise
has the potential to change the
way you think al>out training.

]t revolves around a theory
|]resented by K. Anders Ericsson
from Florida State University (for
more information see Ericsson
1998, `Ericsson et al.  1995). The
theory of 'deliberate practice'
postulates tliat the difference
I)etween people who excel  (ex-
perts) and people who do not
excel  (non-experts) in any field
can I]e traced to the type of
practice or training they perform.
In training, experts spend more
accumulated hours than non-
experts in what he termed  'delil)-
Crate practice'.

Training activities  classified
as delil)Crate practice activities
can be easily distinguished from
other training activities.  Deliberate
practice activities  (Table  1)  require
mental and physical effort, they
are not the most enjoyable
activities to perform, and they do
not involve immediate gratifica-
tion.  Conversely,  activities that are
not deliberate practice include
play type activities that rate high
in fun and low in intensity.

To use an example from
swimming,  repetitive technique
drills in the pool are usually not
the most fun forms of swim
training but they are quite valu-
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able for improving technique. They
require a great degree of mental
effort and have little immediate
gratification.  By contrast, splash-
ing around in the pool aimlessly
can be great fun,  very gratifying,
and low in physical and mental
effort, I]ut probably has neg]igil]le
effect in improving swimming
performance.

A move to more 'deliberate
practice' type activities  corre-
sponds with what many elite
coaches have endorsed for years,
that training should I)e heavy on
quality rather than quantity.  The
purpose of deliberate practice is
to improve the specific,  competi-
tion-related skills that will net the
greatest gains in performance.
IIowever,  before changing your
training approach to include only
delib erate practice activities,
consider that these activities
require intense physical and/or
mental effort and therefore cannot
be sustained for long periods of
time.  In order to perform the
amount of training required for
athletes to make the physiological
and psychological adaptations
necessary for sporting success, it
is probal)le that not all training
will come in the form of delil)Crate
practice.

In many sports, low intensify
aerobic and weight training,  while
not deliberate practice per se, are
essential for developing muscular
strength and endurance as well as
for refining the energy systems that
will be used during competition.

Deliberate practice activities
are also not confined to physical
aspects of training. Sports such as
rugby,  cricket, and-soccer involve
high levels of decision-making,  as
well as a high degree of physical
skill.

While skill and technical
aspects can I)e more easily taught
through instructional methods, the
`thinking'/mental and decision-

making components are not so
easy to instruct upon. More often
the individuals who play a critical
role in the athlete's performance
development indicate that these
elements can only be learned
through performance  experience.

Research across various
professions indicates that evolting
and increasing mental effort as
part of practice is an essential

component for achieving expertise
in activities that demand high
levels of decision-making.  There-
fore, raising mental effort under
deliberate practice conditions in
instructional settings may I)e an
important step for athletes with
advanced skills.  In summary,
cognitive/ mental effort here
refers to the mental work involved
in problem solving and making
decisions  in the training and
performance environment.

]n6orporating more learner-
focused approaches may have
particular strength in developing
athletes during intense periods of
'deliberate practice'.  Coaches may

be more aware of the physical
approaches to improving perform-
ance, I]ut facilitating mental effort
in training requires  consideration.
Consider tliese suggestions for
high strategy sports:

1 Allow athletes to practise
and perform in a variety of roles
and positions.  Interchanging
I)etween team members helps
individuals to construct knowledge
on how to attack or defend against
o|)ponents (eg a  soccer 'winger'
may develop ideas on attack I)y
playing the role of an opposing
defender).

} Construct practice to
incorporate styles, tactics and
strategies that will I]e used in
competitive situations  (eg in
volleyl)all, manoenvring the
offensive set and methods of
offence relative to various opposi-
tions).

} Allow athletes to be
involved in official,  coaching,  and
leadership roles in game-play as
part of deliberate practice. This
provides athletes with insight on
the various perspectives on
performance.

I Encourage suggestion of
personal ideas and allow trial and
error in strategic decision-making
elements of practice.  Help facili-
tate decision and movement
modification  - for example,
practising a new shot approach in
a specific badminton game
condition may facilitate the
development of a varietyof shots
instead of a more predictal)le
single shot option.

I Engage learners in periods
of reflection on various aspects of
practice (eg during and after
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practice).  Review individual and
team dimensions if appropriate
(eg in field hockey, reflect on
strengths, wealmesses, and
concerns of a 'set-piece' short
corner performed in training, and
then reflect upon its success in
performance).

A practice diary or log may
encourage athletes to review and
reflect upon decisions made, as
well as effecting on the traditional
skill-related aspects of perform.
ance.  Content should aim to
develop the athleto's lmowledge of
their decisions and to facilitate
expansion of appropriate deci-
sions to performance situations.
This approach may also help
athletes to modify inappropriate
decisions,  strategies,  and skills.

While these instructional
strategies aim for you to reflect
and refresh your practice ol)jec-
tives in facilitating the athlete to
higher levels of attainment, some
precautions have to be consid-
ered. It is understandable that
I)eing engaged in conditions of
mental effort can be tiring,
demanding and frustrating in
some instances and so aqjustins
periods of involvement may I]e
necessary. Another thing to
consider is the possibility of over-
training. Because of the defining
characteristics of delib Crate
practice (not the most fun activi-
ties to perform, require intense
effort, and do not involve immedi-
ate gratification),  an overemphasis

on these activities can easily lead
to the training plateau and feel-
inds7 of malaise associated with
overtraining.  Experiment I)y
exposing athletes to these condi~
lions by degree. Try breaking up
the high physical and mental
effort periods of deliberate
practice with intermittent I) reaks
or changes in activity.  Shorter
I)ursts of quality may be more
I)eneficial  to the athlete.

It is imperative that athletes
acquire time to personally test and
modify under practice conditions.
Continuous intervention with
feedback may only confuse and
de.motivate athletes.  Instead,
reduce and summarise feedl)ack
after these periods while encour-
aging reflection.  During instances
of feedback and communication
I)etween group members a sense
of trust, honesty and confidential-
ity lias to be perceived if periods
of reflection are to have influence
and  benefit.  Improving decision.
making and mental effort often
engages athletes in constructive
critiques of themselves, their
teammates and their opponents to
facilitate performance. Here, the
coach plays an important role for
creating the appropriate condi-
tions.

More commonly, coaches
may be required to assist athletes
in maintaining motivation and
help  ensure 'quality-effortful'
practice despite frequent stretches
of often-meagre results. Adjusting

practice and coach roles within
practice (eg providing a source of
competition as well as advice) may
help athletes overcome problems
in leaming and ensure continual
high standards in practice
(Salmela  1996).  Striking the
appropriate I]alance between
meaningful, strenuous training and
active or complete rest may be the
coach's most important role.
Careful introduction of more
focused delil>erate training may be
what it takes to push you ancl your
athletes to the next level of
sporting success.
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Table 1 :  Identification of Deliberate Practice Activities in Swimming

Delib erate practice

Interval training of all types

Drills for stroke improvement

Time trials

Non-delil)Crate practice

Recovery worlrouts

Training swims  (moderate/low intensity)

Long swims done for distance

Joe Baker and Stephen Col)Icy are graduate students at Queens University: Joe Baker is examining physiologi-
cal and psychological components of expertise in jronman triathletes,  Steve Col>Iey is investigating the optimal
|>ractice conditions of expert coaches.
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Masters Sport
Why do we do what
we do?

by Dr John Dodd

Introduction

M
asters sport is a
phenomenon of the
late l900s, there

I)eing a large population of
participants and a wide range of
masters sports with participation
available at local, regional, state
and national levels.   Current
trends indicate that participation
in masters sport is likely to
increase in the future as the
community ages and I)ecomes
more aware of the importance of
maintaining a physically active
lifestyle and as governments see
op|)ortunities to reduce health
costs in the longer term.

The majority of masters
sports research is concerned with
the physiological aspects of aging
and the effects on sports perform-
ance.  In  66ht`rast tha®ie..h-as been
little interest in examining tlie
motivations of masters sports
participation,  particularly in the
two broad areas of intrinsic (such
as ego and/or competition goals)
or extrinsic (social approval and/
or external rewards)  motivational
patterns. Table 2 shows catego-
rized  intrinsic and extrinsic goals
for participating in masters sport.
Research concerned with general,
non-sporting populations and life
cycle stages indicate that in
younger men, extrinsic rewards
such as recognition and status are
stronger motivating influences,
weakening with  age.  With age,
achievement motivation of men is
seen as being increasingly con.
cerned with competence and
intrinsic reward.

Therefore the research
c|uestion posed in this study was
"are motivating influences in

general male populations reflected
in male athletes participating in
masters sport?" Information
regarding the motivations of
masters sportsmen would enal)le
coaches to understand and I)e
sensitive to the psychological
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needs of masters athletes at
various ages.   This information
could be instrumental in attracting
adult males to sports act:ivities
(such as AUSSI masters) and
ensur;ng adherence to training
and competition  regimes.

Participants and Results
All male members  (1000

participants)  of the I[ew South
Wales l]ranches of AUSSI  Masters
Swimming and the veteran athlet-
ics association were approached
to participate in the study. Re-
sponders (75% of the total
numl)er originally approached) Of
the questionnaires were clustered
into four age groups:  20-59 years;
40.45 years; 46-59 years;  and 60-
90 years.

Results revealed a number of
interesting findings.  Firstly, unlike
research in nan-sporting
populations,  intrinsic motivation
does not vary across age-groups,
in other words younger masters
athletes were eqLially motivated I>y
the things that motivated older
masters athletes.   Secondly,
extrinsic motivation for male
involvement in masters sport was
found to increase from middle
(46-59 years) to late aQult`hood
(60-90 years). This may be due to
changes mid-life in personal
values and non-sporting social
outlook of males contril)uting
reciprocally to changes in motiva-
tion in sports participation.
Thirdly, social approval as an
extrinsic motivating factor de.
creased  between young and
middle adulthood followed by a
significant increase in late adiilt-
hood.  For the coach and adminis-
trator of masters clul)s, an under-
standing of the social needs of
older masters sportsmen might
well serve to initiate the develop-
ment of increased social interac.
lion in masters sport that may act
to maximize the participation of
this age group.

However the most significant
finding of the study was that the
ten most common reasons for
participating in masters sport were
all intrinsically motivated  (Table
1). This suggests that although
much of adult day-to-day behavior
is extrinsically inotivated, sporting
and leisure time is the period
when most I)ehavior may well I)e

intrinsically motivated.   The ever-
increasing interest in masters
sports attests to the high intrinsic
motivation that exists when
individuals undertake an activity
of their own choice and can be
fostered by well-designed training
programs and good coaching.

Dr John Dodd is a lecturer in
the Centre for S|)orts Studies at
the University of Canberra.   His
main areas of research are men's
motivations for participating in
sport and leisure.

This article was reproduced
with permission with some editing
of the article.   The full researcin
article can be found in Dodd, J.  R.
& Spinks,  W.  L.  (1995).
Motivations to engage in masters
sport. ANZALS Leisure Research
Series Vol.  2, pp61-74.

Table 1  : The Ten
Most Common
Reasons for

Participating in
Masters Sport (in

rank order)

1    I want to bephysicallyfit

21 like to get exercise

5    Iwanttostayin shape

4    I like the feeling of
achievement

51 like the challenge

6    I Iiketo compete

71liketohavefun

8    I wanttoseewhatmy
abilities  are

91 liketo do something l'm
good at

10 I want to inprove my
skills
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Table 2 Questionnaire items Categorised into Motivational Goals
Intrinsic
I want to stay in shape
I want to I)a physically fit
I want to improve my skills
I like to have gun
I like the challenge

I like to get exercise
I like to do something I'm good at
I like the excitement
I want to learn new skills
I want to go to a higher level
I like to have something to do
I want to see what my abilities are
I like the feeling of achievement
I like to get out of the house
I want to release tension
I want to get rid of energy

Ego and competitions goals

I like to compete
I like to win
I like to feel important

Extrinsic

I want to be with others
I want [o build friendships with others
I want to interact with others
I want to develop close friendships
I want to meet new and different I)eople
I want to gain a feeling of belonging
I want to gain others respect
I want to reveal my physical skills
I want to please my spouse/friends

Extrinsic reward goals
I want the rewards
I  like to use the facilities or equipment
I like to travel

The Cardiac
Club Part 2

by Bill Volckening
Continued from Issue  15  No 5

Swimming Faster
The relays set the tone for

Dave at natlonals.  In his first relay,
he anchored in 29.15,  but didn't
believe it. After two more relays in
the 29s, including a leadoff, he
finally was a I)ellever.  In fact,
Radcliff's 50 meter free in
Minneapolis  (29.89) was faster
than his l>est pre-heart attack
swim  (29.94) at the  1998 NIKE
Masters  Wol.ld  Clames.

He also flirted with the world
record in the  100 meter freestyle,
finishing in  I:05.95,  less than 9-
tenths behind fellow cardiac club
member Ron Johnson, who tied
the world record  (I:05.09).

"I firmly I]elieve that I am

swimming I)Otter and more  effi.

ciently now than before the heart
attack,' he adds. 'My distance
events are still slower than prior to
the heart attack, I)u[ the speed
has come l]ack, and with ]t, a
I)etter feel for the water."

The Cardiac Club
As these stories illustrate,

rieart attacks can strike any of us
at any time. Fortunately, the
greatest risk factors are under our
control. A healthy lifestyle,  includ-
ing a physical fitness program
involving swimming,  can greatly
reduce the risk of death by
cardiac arrest.

George Thayer offers some
advice for others:  `My message to
swimmers is to keep in condition
and train,  but definitely be in tune
with your I)ody.  If someone who
knows you notices changes,  it
might pay to check yourself a little
more carefully. Sometimes others
see things that you don't.  Does it
persist? Is it new? Can you feel
muscle soreness as opposed to
sctmething that doesn't change
when you squeeze or poke it?a

-swjmmingLcan not only -
reduce the risk factors,  I)ut it can
lessen the severity of damage
from a heart a[fack and expedite
recovery. So, whether you are
trying to avoid I)ecoming a meml)er
Of the cardiac clul) or are leaning
to cope with your meml)ership, a
regular swimming routine is an
essential part of the process.

For additional information
about risk factors and prevention,
visit the American Heart Associa~
tion site www. americanheart. org

AHA-USAl.  For information
about safety certification,  includ-
ing CPR and first aid, visit the
American Red Cross web  site
unvw.redcross.org

Warning Signals
Sometimes there are no

warning signals,  but usually there
is some indication I)efore a heart
attack strikes. According to the
American Heart Assoclatlon, your
I)ody will most likely send one or
more of the following waning
signals of a heart attack:
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Un comfortable pressure,
fullness, squeezing or pain in the
center of tlie chest, lasting more
than a few minutes.

Pain spreading to the shoul-
ders, neck or arms.

Chest discomfort with
]ightheadedness, fainting,  sweating,
nausea or shortness of breath.

riot all of these signs occur
in every attack. Sometimes they
gc) away and return. If some occur,
get help fast. If you notice one or
more of these signs in another
person,  don't wait. Call your
emergency medical services and get
the person to a hospital right awayl

Heart Attack Risk
Factors and Prevention

The following list includes
some of the primary risk factors
associated with heart disease.
Monitoring these factors can
significantly reduce the risk of
heart attack in most adults.

Family History: it is most
important to know your family's
medical history when evaluating
your risk of having a heart attack.
If there is any history of cardiac
disease in your familJ,  it is' a good
idea to inform your plrysician
about it.

Exercise! just 30-60  minutes
of physical activity three to four
days per week can help reduce
your risk of heart disease, stroke
and dial)etes. A regular physical
activity program can also help
lower your blood pressure and
cholesterol.

Smoking:  is the single
greatest preventable cause of
death in the United States today.
Smoking greatly increases the risk
of cardiac arrest.

0l)esity: is a risk factor for
five of the 10 leading causes of
deatli in the United States, includ.
ing cardiac arrest. A high-risk waist
measurement is defined as 55
inches (89 cm) or more for women
and 40 inches (102 cm) or more for
men.  Obesity is defined as a I)ody
mass index (BMI) of SO.0 or greater,
or al)out 50 pounds (14 Kg) or
more overweight.

High  Cholesterol: studies of
large groups of people show that
the risk of heart attack for a
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|]erson with a blood  cholesterol of
240 mg/dL (6.2 mmol/I,) or more
is twice that of a person whose
cholesterol is 200 mg/dL (5.2
mmol/I).  But total cholesterol is
not the whole story. It is crucial to
carefully consider the ratio of
"good" cholesterol to ``bad"

cholesterol.

High Blood Pressure:  one in
four U.S.  adults has high I)lood
pressure.  It's called the "silent
killer" behind many heart attacks
and strokes I)ecause it usually has
no symptoms.

Reprintedwithperm:isstonfrom
SW|MMagazine.Billvoiolekeningis
the US Masters Swimming Editor
fbr SWIM Magazine.

MASTERS
SWIMMING

Australia

AUSSI Coach
of the Year

Tis award has been in
peration for several
ears now and is

intended to recognise the very
valuable contribution that coach-
ing makes to AUSSI Masters
Swimming.   Clubs are encouraged
to take the time to consider their
own coach(es)  for this award,  and
submit nominations to their
Branch  office for consideration.

Previously,  a call for nomina-
tions has been sent only to
Branches. AUSSI hopes that by
including details of the award in
the AMSCH, more coaches will
become aware of it, and will be
encouraged to nominate coaches

of their acquaintance for consid-
eration.  Often coaching is taken
for granted.  This should not be
the case, so please, if you know of
a coach who meets the criteria,
consider nominating him or her to
your Branch for this award.

Ttominations for the "Ck]ach of
the Year" close with the National
Executive Director on  1  March
2002. The basic criteria for evalua.
tion are that the nominee must:

•     be an accredited Masters

Swimming Coach

•     I)e a current AUSSI Meml)er,

and have been amember from
lst January 2001

•     demonstrate-a proven capacity

to improve the level of per-
formance of Masters Swimmers

•    practice and espouse a phi.
Iosophy of fair play

•    present a positive image of

coaching and the role of the
coach

•    demonstrate concern for the
development of Masters .`r
Swimmers in and out of the
sporting arena

•     demonstrate the application of
relevant coaching theory

•    have made an outstanding

contribution in coaching and/
or towards the development of
coaching at Club, Branch or
rlational level.

The judges will also consider
any innovative ideas the coach
has to improve coaching, or extra
activities related to  coaching. The
evaluation will be made for
activities and achievements that
took place during Zoo 1, I>ut if this
is the culmination of an extended
period of activity pre-dating 2001,
the preceding  contril]utions will
also be part of the consideration.

rtominations can only be
sul)mitted by Branches,  and each
Branch may nominate only one
candidate.  Nomination forms are
available from the National
Executive Director.

If you have any queries, or
would like further information
about this, please contact your
Branch Coaching Director,  or the
National  Office.
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The
Importance of
Interval
Training for
OlderAthletes

by Dr Peter
Reaburn

Introduction

I'm getting older but
refuse to believe I have to
get slower.  However,

having just hit the I)ig 4-0,  I have
to face the facts -the 10 lmi run
time ain't what it use to be and
the 400 in swim times are drop-
ping. Sure, as a sports scientist
I'm aware my ability to pump
I)lood and oxygen is reduced and
rm losing strength - both of
which will contribute to reduce
endurance speed. However, as a
s|)orts scientist I am also aware
there is something I can do to try
and hold my speed -interval  -  --
training.

The Theories on Why?
The few studies that have

examined training habits of older
athletes have shown that the older
we become, the more we do
mileage and the less we focus on
intensity or how hard we train.
Maybe this is due to us losing a
little motivation,  having family and
career commitments, not l]eing
interested in hurting any more, or
we're just training for enjoyment
and health.  Unfortunately, training
slower means racing slower. To
race fast we must train fast.
Muscles are made up of small
fibres. These muscle fil]res are
basically of three types  - slow
twitch, fast twitoh a, and fast
twitch 1]. The slow twjteh are
endurance fibres  - they contract
relatively slowly but are fatigue
resistant. The fast twitcli a fibres
are speed fibres and are also quite
fatigue resistant. The fast twitch I)
fibres are also for speed but
fatigue very quickly.  Genetics
determine the percentage of these

fil)res we are born with, so blame
mum and dad if you're not fast or
don;t' have endurance.

So why are we discussing
muscle structure? Well the inpor-
tant point is that when we train
slow, we only train the slow twitch
fibres and therefore will have good
fatigue resistance. This is ol)vi-
ously important for ironman
triathletes, road cyclists or mara-
thon runners, but what al)out the
shorter events? The faster we
train,  the more fast twitch filires
we use to generate force and
speed. The important point is that
if we train hard enough to use the
fast twitoh b  fibres that fatigue
easily, we can convert them into
fast twitch a fil>res that give us
speed I)ut are resistant to fatigue
- just what we need for speed
endurance. However, if we do
speed training toct hard or too
long using the fast twitch b  fil>res,
we will produce lactic acid which
leads to fatigue during training.
The answer is therefore to train a
particular way that uses those fast
twitch b fil)res but does not
produce high levels of lactic acid
that will slow us down. That is,
interval training.

Th`e--Flo~w~s-af-I-hi=iv-aT   --
Training

While interval training can
I]e used in a wide variety of ways,
interval training to improve speed
for endurance events should
consist of relatively short (eg 50-
90 second) intervals with short
rest - half or less of the interval
time. At an intensity of 85.90% of
maximum heart rate, examples of
intervals in clifferent sports might
I)e as shown in tal)le  I.

The key to such training is that
the quality of the last interval is as
good as (or even better than!) the
first. If we go too hard in the first
interval, we'll have to recover for
longer than we should, or the

Eable 1

speed of the rest of the intervals
won't be as good. I see too many
athletes  (young and old) who
either go too hard too early
(generally the young I)ucks!)  or
take too long a rest:. The key is to
have fluctuations of 5-10  beats
above and I>elow this 85-90%  of
maximal heart rate during the
interval and recovery,  respectively.

A Word of Caution
'It sounds so easy', you

might say. For masters athletes,
such training is the answer to
improving your speed over longer
distances.  In the older athlete this
type of training becomes very
important because muscle biopsy
studies have shown that as we age
we lose both the size and nLimber
of these all important fast twitch
fil)res we need for speed.  I'd
suggest the reason is tliat these
fibres are I.arely stimulated due to
older athletes training slower I]ut
longer. Although not scientifically
proven, interval training might go
a long way to preventing this
decline in fast twitch fibre size I)y
firing them regularly.  However,  a
word of caution! Interval training
is hard work. It should be done
when we are fresh, -after we have
developed a good aerol)ic base of
easier work, after a good warm-up,
followed by a warm-down and
stretching, and I]e   followed the
next day by recovery training such
as an easy 20-50 minute run/
swim/bike.  I would  also suggest
that only two sessions per week of
this type of work be done. It can
lead to injuries and visits to
physiotherapists for athletes who
do too much Of it, have poor
technique,  or have not I]uilt their
training program |]rogressively to
the point where they can cope
with this type of work.

Reproduced with permission.
The author, Peter Real]um PhD,  is
Head of School School of Health
and Human Performance at
Central Queensland University,
and a member of AUSSI's Medical
Panel.

Swim                             Bike                               Run

Set              10 x loom                 15x  lmin                    8 x 400m

Time           I.25                             l  min                           90 secs

Rest           25 sees                      50 secs                       40 secs
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National Coaching
Director

The National Coaching
Director is Dr Kay Cox,  currently
Research Fellow„roject Director
at the University Department of
Medicine,  University of WA.  Kay is
also a Life Member of AUSSI,  and
has been involved in the develop-
ment of coaching education for
Masters Swimming since  1984.

National Coaching Panel
The Meml)ers of the National

Coaching I'anel are Dr Kay Cox,  Dr
Peter Real]urn  (QLD), Ted Tulll)erg
(VIC),  and  Peter Jackson  (NSW).
The National Coaching I'anel is
appointed by the Board each year,
following recommendation from
the National Coaching Director.

From the National
Coaching Director

As the year draws to an end
perhaps it's a good time for
reflection.  How is your coaching
accreditation? Are you due for
updating? If you are Level  "
contact your Branch Coaching
Director.  If you are Level 2M then
you should I>e collecting points
from updating seminars, work-
shops,  coaching sessions,  eta.

Have you thought about
moving on to the next level of
coaching? Have you thought about
mentoring other coaches? Next
yearwewill be launching our      .
Coaching Mentorin8 I'rogram,  and
will be calling for participants
hopefully to share their lmowledge
and experience as AUSSI Masters
Swimming Coaches.

Have a safe and I]appy
Chrisinas, and I)est wishes for
your coaching in 2002.

Kay Cox I'hD

Branch Coaching
Directors

Each Branch has a Coaching
Director, who is responsible for
the management and development
of coach education and accredita.
lion in his or her State. The
current Coaching Directors are:

ACT                          Les worthington

NSW                        Kathy Jchnson

NT                           Jacinta stirrat

QLD North             Chris Bell

QI,D South            Alina Qraharn

SA                             Andy wills

TAB                          Katrina clark

VIC                           lan Dear

WA Vacant
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